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Deputy Executive Director

,

for Nuclear Reactor Regulation, '

Regional Operations and Resa n ch
NuclearRegulatoryCommissio;n
Washington, D. C. 20555

Subject: Illinois Power company Clinton Power
Station Security Organization Staffing
to fuerort 10CFR73.55 Recuirements *

Dear Mr. Sniazek: -

|

As discussed with you on December 16, 1992, the Clinton Power Station
(CPS) is required to maintain a security staff to meet the requirements of |

-- 10CFR73.55. 10CTR73.55, " Requirements for Physical Protection of Licensed j
Activities in Nuclear Power Reactors Against Radiological Sabotage," requires

]that licensees shall establish and maintain an on-site physical protection
,

system and security organization which will have as its objective to provide ;
high' assurance that activities involving special nuclear material are not i
inimical to the common defe'nse and security and do not constitute'an !
unreasonable risk to the public. health and safety. The CPS security )organization maintains a continuous on-site presence and has the i

responsibility for the protection of CPS against radiological sabotage.
'

The purpose of this letter is to identify the CPS Security Organization
* staffing level which is required to support 10CTR73.55 requirements. The

attachment to this letter provides staffing specifica.

Sincerely yours,
.

!
~

Q)S.PerrykresidentSenior Vice
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The physical protection system required by 10cm73.55 is to be designed to.,

protect against th,e design basis threat of radiological sabotage.
-

Radiological sabotage is defined in 10cm73.1(a)(1) as:

"A determined violent external assault, attack by stealth, or deceptive
actions, of several persons with the following attributes,-assistance .
and equipment:

)

Vell-trained (including military training and skills) and*

dedicated individuals.
*

inside assistance which may include a knowledgeable
individual who' attempts to participate in a passive role
(e.g., provide information), an active role (e.g.,
facilitate' entrance and exit, disable alarms and'
communications, participate in violent attack), or both,

* suitable weapons, up to and including hand-held automatic
weapons, equipped with silencers and having effective long
rang accuracy.

hand-carried equipment, including incapacitating ~ agents and
|

*

explosives for use as tools of entry or for otherwise
|destroying reactor, facility, transporter, or container
!

integrity or features of the safeguards system, and
!An internal threat of an insider ' including an employee (in any

position).* ' ),

\
1
;

NUREG-1045, " Guidance on the Application of compensatory Safeguards Measures
for Power Reactor Licensees," state's that to meet the general performance
objective and requirements of 10Cm73.55, the on site physical protection
system should effectively provide three broad protection capabilities of
" delay," * detection /ascessment," and " response." These three basic
capabilities of a physical protection system are fully achieved if thefollowing criteria are achieved:

*

delays the adversary to permit timely detection and response;
* senses intrusion attempts at th.e protected area and vital area

boundaries and reports alarm co'nditions (i.e., transmits the
sensor signal and annunciate the alarm at the alarm stations).
Assessment of the validity of the' alarm'is cons,idered an important
feature of alarm sensing; *

provides observation of authorized Msitors, facility personnel,
*

and vehicles within the isolation zone, protected area and vital
areas to detect'unaui;horized activities under normal and emergencyconditions;

allows. evaluation of the nature of a threat in order to determine
*

an appropriate response measure; j
i

i

s

O
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provides r:pid communication between security personnel and manned
ialarm stations, between the central and secondary alarm stations.

between guards, between alarm stations and local law enforcement.
'

authorities, and between ascurity, the main control room, and
~

irelated aafety activities; and

!allows response personnel to confront and control the adversary in
*

'

a timely manner (i.e., to interpose themselves between vital areas
!

and any adversary attempting entry for the purpose of radiological|

| sabotage). ;
'

|

The CPS security organisation and security system ansures these criteria are
met.

.

D e security staffing level required to implement these criteria is determined
from the following 10CFR73.55 requirements:

*
10CFR73.55(h) requires CFS to execute, when appropriate, a
safeguards contingency plan for dealing with threats, thefts, and
radiological sabotage. 10C7173.55(h)(3) states, *The total number
of guards, and armed, trained personnel immediately available at
the facility to fulfill these response requirements shall
' nominally be ten (10), unless specifically required otherwise on a
case by case basis by the Commissien; however, this number may not
be reduced to less than five (5) guards.*

The CPS Physical Security Plan (PSP) requires ten personnel per
shift to satisfy this response force requirement. NRC Inspection
Report No. 50 461/85043(DRSS), open item 461/85043-02, identified
an NRC concern pertaining to the availability of response force
members at CPS. This item was closed as noted in KRC Inspection
Report No. 50-461/86006(DRSS) based on the CPS PSP rs,quirement to
maintain a ten member response force per shift.

10CFR73.55(e)(1) requires that all alarms pursuant to 10CFR73.55
*

must annunciate in a continuously manned central alarm station
located within the protected area and in at least one other
' continuously manned station not necessarily on-site, so that a
single act cannot remove the capability of calling for assistance
or otherwise responding to an alarm. This requirement requires
two additional personnel per shift.,

10CTR73.55(b)(2) requires that at least one full-time member of
*

the security organization who has the authority to direct the
physical protection activities of the security;brganization shall
be on-site at all times. This requirement requires one additional
person par shift.

10CTR73.55(g)(1) requires that compensatory measures shall be
*

developed and employed including equipment, additional security
-

'

personnel and specific prociedures to assure that the effectiveness
of the security system is not reduced by failure or other
contingencies affecting the operation of the security related
equipment or structures. CPS utilizes eight additional personnel
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' , per shift to meet potential compensatory requirements during)

periods of degraded equipment performance.

As stated in IE Information Notics No. 86-88, " Compensatory
Measures for Prolonged Periods of security System Failures," *When
security personnel are employed as compensatory measures,
licensees are reminded that as a general policy security personnel

~

cannot be considered simultaneously available for both
compensatory maasuras,and response force _ duties." Specifically,,

none of the ten personnel 'on shift to satisfy 10CFR73.55(h)(3)
requirements can be used to compensate for degraded equipment
perforgance as noted above. Therefore, an additional eight,

personnel are required per shift.

To summarize, 105 security personnel are required at CPS to implement,

10CFR73.55 requirements as stated above. The number 105 is attained as
follows:

Recuirement Number

10CFR73.55(h)(3) 10
10CE73.55(e)(1) 2
10CFR73.55(b)(2) 1
10CTR73.55(g)(1) J.--

21

The CPS security organization maintains five shifts, therefore, twenty-one,

personnel for each of five shifts requires 105 total personnel.

In addition, a support organization is required for administrative, training,
licensee-contractor liaison, and clerical functions to support the on-shift
compliment cf security personnel.

While discussing security force manpower requirements, it is prudent to
discuss an additional 10CFR73.55 requirement. 10Cm73.55(d)(8) states, "Any
time frequent access is permitted to containment such as during refueling or
major maintenance, positive access control to assure that only authorized
personnel and materials are permitted into the containment shall be exercised
by the licenses, with a' guard et watchmen." .The implementation of this
requirement at CPS requires an additional six personnel per shif t.

The trustworthiness and reliability of individuals entering containment is
determined / maintained by the implementation of the Access" Authorization Rule
(10CFR73.56,) and the Fitness-For-Duty Program required by 10CFR26,
implementation of 10CFR73.5!(d)(2), (3), and (4) requirements ensures that
only authorized materials are allowed in containment.

Entry control for security purposes at the containment access point is
redundant, unnecessary, and ineffective.

As shown above, a large security force with the accompanying cost is required
to implement the requirements of 10CFR73.55. IP maintains a security
organization with appropriate staffing to support all 10cm73.55 requirements.
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